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NEWS AND NOTICES 
This department is devoted to news of appointments, promotions, deaths, and other 
events of interest to historians of mathematics. For this information, Historia Mathematica 
depends upon interested individuals everywhere to send items of timely interest o the 
Editor so that the wider community of historians of mathematics may be kept informed of 
noteworthy activity throughout the world. 
GEHIMAB: A New Association for History of Mathematics 
On December 23, 1991, the association GEHIMAB was founded in Algeria. 
This abbreviation means Groupe d'Etudes sur l 'Histoire des Math6matiques 
Bougie m6didval. Its main concern is the investigation of the mathematical ctivi- 
ties in medieval B6ga/a (Bougie, Bgayet, Bugia) from the 10th through the 14th 
century. Of special interest are the Italian Leonardo of Pisa and the Catalan 
Ram6n Llull who lived and worked in Bougie for a certain time. All those col- 
leagues who worked on these authors are kindly requested to contact he present 
president of the association: Laboratoire LAMOS, Centre Universitaire de B6- 
jafa, 06000 B6jaia, Algeria, Telephone (05) 22 13 31 and 32, Telex 83 908 ( INBEJ,  
Fax (05) 22 13 30. 
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